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Through receiving the EDTECH Pre-Service Teacher sponsorship from the Teachers Registration 

Board, I was provided with the fortunate opportunity to attended the EdTech SA state 

conference; ‘Steaming ahead: Navigating a Digital Future’ on Wednesday July 19th and Thursday 

July 20th to experience “Future Focused Learning.”  

The two-day conference was held within the immaculate grounds of Immanuel College within 

the Margaret Ames Centre, Senior Building. This was the perfect tech savvy foundation to set 

the scene for the event. Listening to the first key note speakers on Wednesday, both Shannon 

Flemming and Taj Pabari presented “The World of Creativity & Virtual Reality.” It was heavily 

evident that for our children of the future to be able to succeed in both career paths and own 

personal worlds, we as future educators and established teachers are to ensure our curriculum 

views, knowledge and content is appropriately directed. To educate and imagine this 

progression Taj discussed his own schooling experience and movement towards 

entrepreneurship with business ‘56 creations.’ This presentation profoundly concentrated on 

innovation and creativity. The key points that resonated with myself were recognising student’s 

strengths and promoting ownership of tasks and activities: focusing on the now rather than the 

later. Thus for students to encompass, engage and strengthen their skills rather than learn for 

potential career preparation.  

The workshop following this presentation focused on design thinking and creativity by Paula 

Christophersen. As a Specialist Early Childhood and Primary School Pre-Service teacher I found 

this workshop hard to link within my focused ages. I’m not sure if it was a lack of understanding 

the complexity and terms of the conversation but I felt that this was a fact based specialised 

presentation more than workshop based directed at the middle school to senior years. This was 

also heavily influenced by the ACARA components definitions and expectations. Rather than my 

hope of being provided tools for learning the thinking skills to envelop creativity among 

students.  

Dr. Leanna Read ‘Australia’s Digital Future’ and Jane Hunter ‘What I’ve been doing’  

Keynote and invited speakers bought up some relevant points to their discussions. In doing so I 

felt led into a lecturer focus on what and why said person believes the idea they’re discussing 

and the research found in which supports these beliefs. This, yes is fundamentally important to 

understand in the why and how. However, as value to my own and others teaching practices it 
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was frustrating to have the same information re-iterated throughout the day. It was an 

expectation of my own, waiting for applicable and directional ideas in which could centre the 

implementation and/or develop students’ knowledge and skills towards these future goals in 

the fast paced evolving Digi-tech world. Beyond Coding by Rob Love was another quick, short 

and shiny seminar. This again implied that the skills students will need for job prospects will be 

dramatically different. We are to think of using problems of the future/real world problems to 

guide projects and innovation to be able to critically think, hence creating the solutions. Rob 

insinuated students should engage in innovative projects with forward thinking to come up 

with the resolutions enabling them to become entrepreneurs. This felt like a push towards 

enterprise skills for students but within the presentation and workshop was something for us as 

educators and teachers to decipher meaning from. I felt it wasn’t clear on how we may 

directionally achieve these sorts of ideas with younger students. Furthermore, this warranted 

the decision to register in seamlessly different sounding workshops for the following day.   

‘Todays Future Sound’ was presented by an engaging Elliot Gann and Scott Griffiths. The 

passion and enthusiasm displayed by these two presenters for their areas of expertise was 

encouraging and extremely relevant. Focus and utilisation of classroom resources connected to 

many of the workshop attendees. The engaged audience stepped outside of their comfort zone 

and were able to relate back to their practices to incorporate what they would like to 

implement. Both Elliot and Scott conversed that outcomes and content not only in hip hop 

culture but music and the arts profoundly link within STEM. They presented the facts of why 

and how to relate this within our practices and provided examples through short videos to 

demonstrate and validate its proven effectiveness. ‘Hip hop is only the vehicle/ vessel we use to 

drive the students to make them feel inspired’ thus expressing that we must invest ourselves on 

student’s particular common interests. Serving this as a platform to create varying possibilities 

for multi literacies, therapeutic learning, verbal-linguists intelligence, logical mathematical skills, 

de-coding media, visual- spiritual, bodily kinaesthetic, interpersonal and intrapersonal skills.  

Each seminar and workshop provided either inspirational learning or somewhat of an insight to 

the importance of educational digital technologies in the classroom space. This conference has 

enforced that it is abundantly clear within Australia that there is a necessity for both current 

and future teachers to re-think their application in and of digital tech and STEM and apply 

innovative, creative and relevant teaching practices to enable future generational progression. 

This was apparent in the statistics provided; “The average person will now hold 17 jobs and 5 

careers over their life span.” 

 

 


